For the first time, this book unites the theory, experimental techniques, and computational tools used to describe the diffusion of atoms, molecules, and nanoparticles across metal surfaces. Starting with an outline of the formalism that describes diffusion on surfaces, the authors guide the reader through the principles of atomic movement, before moving on to describe diffusion under special circumstances, such as the presence of defects or foreign species. With an initial focus on the behavior of single entities on a surface, later chapters address the movement of clusters of atoms and the interactions between adatoms. While there is a special emphasis on experimental work, attention is paid to the increasingly valuable contributions theoretical work has made in this field. This book has wide interdisciplinary appeal and is ideal for researchers in solid state physics and chemistry, as well as materials science and engineering.
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Preface
Surface diffusion on metals has been a subject of scientific interest for roughly ninety years. During the first forty years of this period it was very hard to do meaningful work because of technical problems -the difficulty of establishing good enough vacuum conditions to maintain a surface clean for measurements. In a few laboratories, mostly industrial, ultrahigh vacuum techniques were already practiced at that time, but this was not the normal course of events. All of this changed after World War II, first with the general adoption of good vacuum practices, and then with the development of more capable techniques for examining kinetic processes that are important on a surface. The first of these techniques was field ion microscopy, invented by Erwin Müller [1, 2] , the first method to provide a direct view of single atoms on a surface. The next important development was the scanning tunneling microscope, devised by Binnig and Rohrer [3] , which established the capability of probing a large scale surface with high resolution. The last major contribution was the progress in theoretical techniques and computer technology, which toward the end of the twentieth century led to the rapid growth of theoretical calculations.
The last forty years have therefore been a time of great progress in our understanding of surface diffusion, especially of metal atoms on metals. These advances have been spread over the scientific literature, and there has been no overview of the entire field, which is what we are trying to provide here. Our primary emphasis will be on experimental work to define the processes participating in surface diffusion. However, theoretical work can now be done so expeditiously that it has provided valuable guidance, and is now being intensively pursued. As such these contributions will also be carefully noted. 1 Surface diffusion has, of course, a long history, dating back to the initiating work of Hamburger [5] in 1918. These early studies have, however, already been reviewed [6] , so here we will be concerned with work on surface diffusion under ultra high vacuum (UHV) conditions and on an atomic scale, which began in the 1960s, and has led to the current state of understanding. The beginnings of modern studies of surface diffusion were greatly influenced by the insights and inspiration of David Turnbull, as well as by the traditions and expertise at General Electric. We have also benefited from the encouragement and suggestions of Ryszard Błaszczyszyn, and were able to draw on the expertise at the Institute of Experimental Physics of the University of Wrocław. Here, at the University of Illinois, we have had helpful interactions with Dan Alpert, the man that guided the start of modern ultrahigh vacuum techniques which underlie diffusion studies on surfaces. Above all, GE wants to express his appreciation to his wife for her support and for the time devoted to this effort.
The point of view of this presentation is primarily atomistic, and this was stimulated by the work of J. H. de Boer in his book The Dynamical Character of Adsorption, Clarendon Press, Oxford 1953, which had quite an impact on us. It is important to recognize that the term surface diffusion spans topics much broader than what we intend to cover here. Our concern will be concentrated on the behavior of single entities and clusters on a surface. This avoids encountering the interactions between atoms which affect surface diffusion at finite concentrations, and are specific to the particular chemistry of each system. However, with an understanding of surface diffusion gained from experiment and theory, work on interactions between adatoms will be described as well.
Our efforts have greatly benefited from interactions with the various members of the Surface Studies group here over the years, and we express to them our great appreciation. We also want to emphasize again the crucial importance of experimental work, and of the technical support necessary for this. It is therefore a pleasure to give our thanks to the people who primarily provided this support for us: Bob Bales, Jack Gladin, William Lawrence, and Bob MacFarlane. Also important in coming to grips with the subject of surface diffusion was the assistance of Mary Kay Newman, the librarian in the Physics Department, whose help, as well as that of Nicholas Watanabe, has been really appreciated. Finally we want to acknowledge a special debt to Jennifer Lewis, who made it possible for us to continue our work. Free energy for atoms x units apart F(a,b)
Abbreviations
Free energy of atom pair at separation R = (a,b)
Free energy of interaction as a function of the separation R F(t)
Fraction of atoms on the surface
Rate of dissociation of island of size i Γ ε Quasielastic energy width of scattered atoms g
Geometrical factor g(R)
Pair distribution function Prefactor for horizontal/vertical/sum of jumps ν 0B
Frequency factor for descending lattice step ν a
Relative frequency factor of step edge to terrace diffusion, or frequency for rate a in dimer motion ν b
Frequency for rate b in dimer motion ν d
Frequency factor ν ' =ν j Frequency factor for '-=j-type jumps ν b'
Frequency factor for conversion from single to longer jump n Number of jumps n x Number of islands per site n c
Number of charges on the evaporated ion n out / n in Number of paths for going out/in over boundary <n> Number of diffusion events Probability of converting from single to long jump p n 1 Probability of reaching x ¼ s' after n 1 jumps p x Probability of atom being at the distance x p Δx N Number of atoms at displacement Δx P Probability that material present at t = 0 will be gone at time τ P 0 /P 1 Probability of being at a site of type 0/type 1 P ðzÞ 0 Probability of center of mass being at site of type 0 having started at z P 0A
Probability of finding trimer in configuration 0A, regardless of position P 1D /P 2D Probability of cluster in 1D/2D configuration P b
Probability of atom overcoming step boundary P E Probability of atom occupy edge site P ij Probability of finding a pair of atoms at sites i and j P(N)
Term in prefactor for cluster diffusivity accounting for dynamical misfit P Mean square displacement X Mean diffusion length X(N)
Overall displacement X Pair separation measured along channel of W(211) plane y(Å) Distance perpendicular to step but parallel to surface 5Δy 2 4 Fluctuation in displacement y 5y 2 4 Mean square displacement z A Partition function of adsorbed material Z Canonical partition function Z T Tip sample distance
